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The role of organelle genomes
in plant adaptation
Time to get to work!
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That organellar genome variation can play a role in plant
adaptation has been suggested by several lines of evidence,
including cytoplasm capture, cytoplasm effects in local
adaptation and positive selection in a chloroplast gene. Indepth analysis and better understanding of the genetic basis of
plant adaptation is becoming a main objective in plant science.
Arabidopsis thaliana has all the required characteristics to be
used as a model for obtaining knowledge on the mechanisms
underlying the role of organelles in plant adaptation. The
availability of the appropriate tools and materials for assessing
organelle genetic variation will open up new opportunities for
developing novel breeding strategies.

Plant adaptation to the environment is becoming an important
issue in plant science, from both the basic and applied points
of view. In applied plant science, global climate changes and
the need for a more sustainable agriculture to supply food to
more and more people and in more diverse environments have
pressed researchers to assess the capacity for genetic progress
in cultivated and wild species.1,2 In basic plant sciences, nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) technologies3 and the availability
of rich genetic resources are contributing to the growing number of studies designed to decipher the genetic architecture of
adaptation.4 In these aspects, model species, such as Arabidopsis
thaliana and its relatives, contribute significantly to the
development of highly efficient methods for identifying genes
underlying ecologically relevant traits, such as traditional linkage mapping and, more recently, genome-wide association
mapping.5-10
Most—not to say all—of the above-mentioned studies
focus on variation in nuclear genes and very few genetic studies consider the contribution of organelle genomes to adaptation.
Nevertheless, a number of reports in various scientific fields provide converging evidence that variations in organelle genomes
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(either plastids or mitochondria) may indeed contribute to plant
adaptation to environmental conditions.
There are two main reasons why organelle genomes have long
been disregarded as potential contributors to adaptation. First,
these genomes encode a mere 10–15% of the proteomes of their
organelles,11,12 and depend on nuclear-encoded factors for their
maintenance, transmission and expression. The basic functions
of mitochondria and plastids are therefore mainly ensured and
regulated from the nucleus, and the well-recognized physiological role of organelles in adaptation has long been considered
to involve the genetics of their nuclear components. Second,
most proteins encoded in organelles are involved in the structure or assembly of multimeric complexes of the electron transport chains in mitochondria or chloroplasts. Their role in these
crucial functions and the strong conservation of the genes that
encode them13,14 have led to the assumption that genetic variation
affecting the organellar encoded proteins would be eliminated
by selection.
In this review, we argue that variation in cytoplasmic genomes
contributes significantly to plant adaptation, based on the different types of studies reported in the literature. We think that
the time is ripe for investigations on the bases of the organelle
genomes’ contribution to plant adaptation, and we present some
of the exciting and pertinent scientific questions to be addressed
in the near future. Finally, we illustrate why the model plant species A. thaliana is, as for many other topics, an excellent candidate species for investigating organellar genome variation and
suggest some avenues for further research.
Evidence that Organelle Genomes Contribute
to Plant Adaptation
The cytoplasmic contribution to plant adaptation is supported
by several lines of evidence, coming from different research
fields.
Firstly, some recently reported cases of chloroplast capture
are probably driven by the adaptive advantage conferred by the
captured cytoplasm. For example, the distribution of chlorotypes in inter-fertile species of the genus Nothofagus sampled
in South America tightly correlates with latitude, but not with
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nuclear phylogeny.15 Another example shows that the cytoplasm
of oilseed rape (Brassica napus) has been captured by wild populations of Brassica rapa, one of the parental species of B. napus.
Interestingly, B. napus cytoplasm captured by B. rapa occurs
significantly more frequently in riverside habitats than in other
habitats. The only explanation for this pattern is that a selective
advantage is conferred by the B. napus cytoplasm specifically in
this habitat.16 However, these studies only used plastid genome
markers, and inferring which organelle instigated the cytoplasm
capture may be a difficult task because chloroplasts and mitochondria are inherited together.
Secondly, several ecological studies have identified the cytoplasm as a contributor to local adaptation. These studies generally compare the global survival or fitness (seed production)
of reciprocal hybrids obtained from two related species that
spontaneously hybridize in nature. The difference of behavior
in reciprocal hybrids obtained from the same parents, or progeny obtained from these hybrids, indicates that the cytoplasm
plays a role in the measured trait. For example, sunflower hybrids
between Helianthus annuus, adapted to a moist habitat, and
H. petiolaris, adapted to a dry habitat, show differential survivorship in each parental species’ native habitat.17 This difference
depends largely on the species from which the hybrid progeny
received its cytoplasm, leading to the conclusion that the parental species possess locally adapted cytoplasms.17 Likewise, studies on spontaneous and artificial hybrids of Ipomopsis tenuituba
and I. aggregata show that the survival of hybrids in each habitat
depends on their cytoplasm.18
Interestingly, cytoplasmic local adaptation has also been
detected at the within-species level. For example, a significant,
albeit subtle effect of cytoplasm was found in the local fitness of
Maryland and Illinois populations of Chamaecrista fasciculata, a
North American annual legume.19,20 More recently, local adaptation of cytoplasm was observed in a comparison of American
and European populations of Arabidopsis lyrata, a relative of the
model species A. thaliana.10 These observations indicate that
intraspecific variation in the cytoplasm can contribute to adaptive population differentiation.
Finally, amino-acid sequence variation in the plastid-encoded
large subunit of Rubisco (ribulose-1,5-biphosphate carboxylase
oxygenase, the major actor of CO2 assimilation) correlates with
the conquest of new ecological niches in the Hawaiian genus
Schiedea.21 Furthermore, analysis of rbcL sequences from a wide
range of species detected positive selection in its coding sequence,
suggesting that its evolution is driven by environmental conditions.22 In this respect, it is particularly interesting to observe that
the signature of positive selection is stronger in terrestrial species
than in aquatic species, which probably evolved in more buffered environmental conditions.22 Moreover, an analysis of the
enzymatic characteristics of Rubisco in a wide range of species
also indicated that these characteristics seem to be adjusted to
environmental parameters, such as temperature or water availability.23,24 This association suggests that selection can operate on
Rubisco activity in particular environmental conditions and that
positive selection on specific residues in its sequence can modulate its biochemical characteristics.
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Scientific Questions
The above-mentioned reports provide convincing evidence that
organelle genomes indeed contribute to plant adaptation and
they open two new questions.
First, of the phenotypic traits that are likely to drive selection,
which are influenced by variation in organelle genomes? In this
respect, the physiological analysis of the cytoplasm background
in Ipomopsis hybrids25 is particularly instructive. Reciprocal
hybrids reached similar water-use efficiency (i.e., ratio of fixed
CO2 to transpired H2O) through different physiological processes. Hybrids carrying the tenuituba cytoplasm had lower
transpiration, and lower optimal soil moisture for photosynthesis, whereas those carrying the aggregata cytoplasm had a higher
photosynthesis rate.25,26 This example highlights the need to
assess the impact of cytoplasm variation on the phenotype at different levels of integration.
Secondly, given the limited number of proteins encoded
in organelle genomes and the central importance of the physiological processes in which they are involved, to what extent does
organellar genome variation participate in the adaptation process
and how is the available range of variation constrained by conservative selective forces? In addition, what constraints are exerted
by the nuclear genome on the range of variation in organellar
genes? One possibility is that co-adaptation between genetic compartments constrains the range of variation and the phenotypic
consequences of this variation. A number of studies that have
detected a cytoplasmic effect on fitness or local adaptation also
show significant cytoplasm x nuclear genotype interactions.10,17-19
A recent report on the Rubisco large subunit shows that its evolution has been shaped by the combined effect of adaptation and the
structural and biochemical constraints that result, at least in part,
from functional interactions with nuclear encoded proteins.27
Therefore, the study of “cytoplasmic adaptation” also implies
identifying nuclear encoded factors whose variation is coupled
with that of cytoplasmic genes as a result of co-adaptation. The
most frequently expected situation is a co-adaptive epistasis
between the cytoplasm and one (or several) nuclear gene(s).
If we are to address these questions, we need a detailed view of
the range of available genetic variation, i.e., how much variation
is available in organelle genes, and how much phenotypic variation results from this genetic variation.
Arabidopsis thaliana as a Model to Investigate
the Cytoplasmic Role in Plant Adaptation
We believe that the time has come to genetically dissect the cytoplasmic role in plant adaptation, at least in a species presenting
favorable characteristics such as (1) diversity of ecological conditions to which natural populations have adapted; (2) natural
genetic diversity of the cytoplasm; and (3) evidence for an effect
of cytoplasm or cytoplasm x environment interactions on fitnessrelated traits. In addition, the availability of rich genetic tools and
resources makes for more efficient genetic studies.
A. thaliana meets all the required characteristics for becoming a model species for these investigations on cytoplasmic
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adaptation. First, natural populations are found in a wide range
of habitats, from Norway to the Cape Verde Islands, from the
high prairies of Central Asia to Mediterranean or Japanese
coasts. Worldwide genotypes collected from natural populations
are available in Resource Seed Stock Centers as fixed accessions
that can be indefinitely reproduced through selfing. Second, a
large amount of information, including information on natural
nuclear polymorphism, is available for these genetic resources,
and the sequence variation of the whole genome in 1001 accessions is currently under analysis (www.1001genomes.org/). The
natural variation in A. thaliana and its relatives has been a growing research field since its nuclear genome has been completely
sequenced.7,28,29 Genetic studies exploiting this natural diversity
to identify nuclear genes or quantitative trait loci involved in
adaptation are beginning to produce results,30,31 and we expect
that the number of such studies conducted in the coming years
will increase. Unfortunately, to date, only some of these largescale analyses of sequence variation include organelle genomes.
Our knowledge on cytoplasmic diversity in A. thaliana is
much poorer than that of nuclear diversity. Using plastid and
mitochondria sequence polymorphisms, we recently analyzed
cytoplasmic variability in 95 accessions of A. thaliana and show
that organelle genomes have diversified within the species.32
However, the polymorphisms that we used for this study are noncoding sequences, as is usually the case for studies on genome
variability and phylogeny. Nevertheless, several studies provide
support for a cytoplasmic adaptation role in A. thaliana, as they
mention or suggest a cytoplasm effect or a cytoplasm x nuclear
interaction effect on traits that may affect fitness. These effects
have been shown to influence germination in a study comparing
reciprocal F1 hybrids and F1 hybrids crossed with a tester as a
father.33 We have also reported a significant effect of the origin
of cytoplasm on the germination percentage of reciprocal F2
families.32 Comparisons of reciprocal recombinant inbred line
(RIL) populations also reveal that the origin of the cytoplasm
in RILs has a significant impact on the segregation distortion of
nuclear alleles.34 This observation can be interpreted as an effect
of cytonuclear co-adaptation: a non-optimal phenotype resulting from a discordant combination of cytoplasm and nuclear
allele(s) results in selection against one parent’s allele(s) in one
parental cytoplasm, but not in the other. An interesting result
on cytoplasm effects is reported from a study that identified
QTLs related to water-use efficiency in reciprocal RILs obtained
from two natural accessions from very different habitats.5 In
contrast to nuclear QTLs, the cytoplasm effect was seemingly
contradictory: the cytoplasm from the drought-adapted accession had a negative effect on water-use efficiency compared to
the accession from the wet habitat. This observation reinforces
the idea that adaptation of cytoplasmic genomes may be limited
by their nuclear context. If this situation also occurs in crops,
then genetic progress might be enhanced by gearing breeding
strategies to the cytoplasm or, even better, to combinations of
cytoplasm and nuclear alleles.
We are convinced that investigating the role of the organelle genomes in adaptation is now feasible in A. thaliana and
will produce valuable results, both for basic knowledge on plant
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adaptation and for guiding crop breeders with regard to the
future challenges of sustainable agriculture.
As a first step, a survey of the impact of cytoplasm on the phenotype could be carried out by constituting new genetic resources
that combine the nuclear genotype of one accession with the
cytoplasmic genomes of another. We will call these new genotypes “cytolines;” they are similar to alloplasmic lines, except
that their parents belong to the same species. By evaluating any
phenotypic trait of the two cytolines obtained from a reciprocal
cross between a pair of accessions with their parental accessions,
access is gained to a direct view of the effect of cytoplasm and
cytonuclear interactions on this trait. The next step would be to
identify nuclear genes that are co-adapted to the cytotypes and
that influence the phenotype of interest. A classical QTL mapping approach is appropriate, except that screening would involve
identifying a QTL whose allele effect depends on the cytoplasm
with which it is combined (see Fig. 1). Once the nuclear gene
has been identified, it should provide relevant information on
the organelle involved in the cytoplasm effect, which is expected
to be that to which the nuclear gene product is addressed, and
potentially on the physiological mechanism behind phenotypic
variation. Then, relevant organellar genetic variation could be
screened for, using a candidate gene approach driven by the
knowledge of the function of the co-adapted nuclear gene.
Obviously, this type of research program would be considerably facilitated if extended information on organellar genetic
variation is made available. Non-synonymous variation can be
found in mitochondrial and plastid genes from different accessions (our unpublished work). Whether this genetic variation
has an impact on some phenotypic traits remains to be assessed.
NGS technologies will soon make it possible to recover organellar variants (the 1001 genomes project; www.1001genomes.org/).
Genetic association approaches will then be feasible for identifying cytoplasmic candidate genes whose variation may determine
the phenotype. The effect on the phenotype detected for one
cytotype can be screened in closely related cytoplasms, and differences in plastid or mitochondrial genomes found between two
closely related cytoplasms with contrasted effects on the phenotype will appear as candidates. This approach has been recently
successfully used in our group (our unpublished work).
Conclusions and Perspectives
Despite their limited size and number of genes, the chloroplast
and mitochondrial genomes of plants undoubtedly participate in
adaptation to environments. It is currently difficult to estimate
to what extent organellar genetic diversity determines phenotypic variation, and how much this variation is constrained by
genetic and physiological interactions with nuclear gene products. However, organelles’ impact on the elaboration of plant
adaptive phenotypes has most probably been largely overlooked
thus far. A. thaliana appears as an ideal model for analyzing the
phenotypic range of variation provided by cytoplasmic genetic
variability. Given the availability of organellar genomic variation
data and dedicated genetic resources, such as cytolines and reciprocal mapping populations, the genetic dissection of phenotypic
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Figure 1. Use of reciprocal mapping populations to detect nuclear genes co-adapted to cytoplasmic variation. Reciprocal mapping populations (RILs
or F2s) originating from accessions whose cytoplasms (A or B) have a contrasting effect on the phenotype of interest can be used to map QTLs for the
target trait. The horizontal line corresponds to the statistical threshold for QTL detection. Vertical arrows symbolize the effect of the A allele on the
phenotype. For a nuclear gene whose alleles are co-adapted to the considered variations in the cytoplasm, the effect of parental alleles detected by
QTL analysis in the reciprocal mapping populations would appear to depend on the cytoplasmic background. Since parental alleles of a cytoplasm
co-adapted QTL (L1) have opposite effects in the parental cytoplasms, this QTL may not be detected when the two mapping populations are analyzed
together (bottom graph), but would be detected when each cytoplasm population is analyzed separately (top graphs). In some cases, allelic effects at
L1 may only be detectable in one cytoplasmic background but not the other. The positional cloning of the gene responsible for this cytoplasm-dependent QTL could be carried out in the most convenient cytoplasmic background, e.g., the one that shows a more contrasting effect at the QTL. The QTL
whose effect does not depend on the cytoplasm (L2) is detected in each cytoplasm population as well as in the global joint population.

variation will soon lead to a mechanistic understanding of the
genetic role of organelles in plant adaptation.
This knowledge will in turn provide valuable information
for crop breeders to evaluate genetic resources and to elaborate
new breeding strategies. It will be conceivable to define “elite”
cytoplasms, and associated, co-adapted nuclear alleles, according to specific field conditions or to develop breeding targets
and strategies. Several studies, which have set out to evaluate
the source of different cytoplasms in crop breeding, report a
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